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Previously published in the print anthology Poirot's Early Cases. A woman about to be married is blackmailed by a former flame
who threatens to send her fiancé an old love letter she wrote.
Janet Morgan's definitive and authorised biography of Agatha Christie, with a new retrospective foreword by the author. Agatha
Christie (1890-1976), the world's bestselling author, is a public institution. Her creations, Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, have
become fiction's most legendary sleuths and her ingenuity has captured the imagination of generations of readers. But although
she lived to a great age and was prolific, she remained elusively shy and determinedly private. Given sole access to family papers
and other protected material, Janet Morgan's definitive biography unravels Agatha Christie's life, work and relationships, creating a
revealing and faithfully honest portrait. The book has delighted readers of Christie's detective stories for more than 30 years with
its clear view of her career and personality, and this edition includes a new foreword by the author reflecting on the longevity of
Agatha Christie's extraordinary success and popularity.
Previously published in the print anthology Murder in the Mews: Four Cases of Hercule Poirot. Hercule Poirot attends an auction
and gets much more than he bid on: a disputed will, gunshots, and ancient Egyptian spirits. This might be Poirot's strangest case
yet.
Death on the Nile
The Last Seance
The Lost Mine
Dracula
Bibliografia nazionale italiana
Crooked House

Though originally attributed to his father, Jules Verne, due to an error on the part of the
publisher, the short tale "An Express of the Future" was actually penned by Jules Verne's oftenestranged son, Michel. The story is remarkable in its prescient description of future
technologies, such as pneumatic tubes.
When Colonel and Mrs. Bantry find the corpse of a beautiful girl in their library, they rely
upon their good friend Miss Marple to solve the crime.
October on the island of Rhodes is a veritable paradise of privacy, beauty, and calm—or so
Hercule Poirot has imagined. The reality is quite different, as the arrival of famed Chanel
beauty Valentine Chantry causes a ripple of malice to be felt across the island. She captivates
at least one married man with her wiles and good looks, as her brooding husband watches on.
Poirot senses that someone has murder in their heart, and he guesses right. As things come to a
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tragic head, only Poirot the quiet observer can piece together what has happened in this lover’s
triangle.
Agatha Christie
Hercule Poirot and the Greenshore Folly
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Train
Abu and the 7 Marvels
Hercule Poirots Casebook
Agatha Christie's seasonal Poirot and Marple short story collection in a new hardback special edition.
“Writing Crooked House was pure pleasure and I feel justified in my belief that it is one of my best.” --Agatha Christie Described by
the queen of mystery herself as one of her favorites of her published work, Crooked House is a classic Agatha Christie thriller revolving
around a devastating family mystery. The Leonides are one big happy family living in a sprawling, ramshackle mansion. That is until
the head of the household, Aristide, is murdered with a fatal barbiturate injection. Suspicion naturally falls on the old man’s young
widow, fifty years his junior. But the murderer has reckoned without the tenacity of Charles Hayward, fiancé of the late millionaire’s
granddaughter.
Against all expectations Marcel Fe?ron has made a “normal” life in a bucolic French suburb in the Ardennes. But on May 10, 1940, as
Nazi tanks approach, this timid, happy man must abandon his home and confront the “Fate” that he has secretly awaited. Separated
from his pregnant wife and young daughter in the chaos of flight, he joins a freight car of refugees hurtling southward ahead of the
pursuing invaders. There, he meets Anna, a sad-looking, dark- haired girl, whose accent is “neither Belgian nor German,” and who
“seemed foreign to everything around her.” As the mystery of Anna’s identity is gradually revealed, Marcel leaps from the heights of
an exhilarating freedom to the depths of a terrifying responsibility—one that will lead him to a blood-chilling choice. When it first
appeared in English in 1964, British novelist and critic Brigid Brophy declared The Train to be “the novel his admirers had been
expecting all along from Simenon.” Until The Train, she wrote, the dazzlingly prolific novelist had been “a master without a
masterpiece.”
The Canterville Ghost. Mit Materialien
The Hollow
A Miss Marple Mystery
The Adventure of the Christmas Pudding
A Hercule Poirot Story
The Hustler
The Vampire Stories of Nancy Kilpatrick reflect the dark side of humanity, including our desires for passion,
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longevity, power, creativity, and control. This volume contains nineteen of her very best stories.
In a tale for all ages, humble Abu sets off with a cranky old genie to find the seven marvels of the world and
win the hand of the Princess Alicia, daughter of the Sultan Kasim El-Haroud, despite the schemes of the evil
Grand Vizier.
Presenting Edgar Award-winning editor Otto Penzler's latest anthology, The Big Book of Sherlock Holmes
Stories, the largest collection of Sherlockian tales ever assembled—now in a deluxe hardcover edition, perfect
for the collector and gift markets. Arguably no other character in history has been so enduringly popular as
Sherlock Holmes. Ever since his first appearance, in Arthur Conan Doyle’s 1887 novella A Study in Scarlet,
readers have loved reading about him almost as much as writers have loved writing about him. Here, Otto
Penzler collects eighty-three wonderful stories about Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson, published over a
span of more than a hundred years. Featuring pitch-perfect cases by acclaimed modern-day Sherlockians
Leslie S. Klinger, Laurie R. King, Lyndsay Faye and Daniel Stashower; pastiches by literary luminaries both
classic (P. G. Wodehouse, Dorothy B. Hughes, Kingsley Amis) and current (Anne Perry, Stephen King, Colin
Dexter); and parodies by Conan Doyle’s contemporaries A. A. Milne, James M. Barrie, and O. Henry, not to
mention genre-bending cases by science-fiction greats Poul Anderson and Michael Moorcock. No matter if
your favorite Holmes is Basil Rathbone, Jeremy Brett, Robert Downey, Jr., or Benedict Cumberbatch, whether
you are a lifelong fan or only recently acquainted with the Great Detective, readers of all ages are sure to
enjoyThe Big Book of Sherlock Holmes Stories. Including - Over a century’s worth of cases, from Conan
Doyle’s 1890s parodies of his own creation to Neil Gaiman’s “The Case of Death and Honey” (2011) Appearances by those other great detectives Hercule Poirot and C. Auguste Dupin - 15 Edgar Award–winning
authors and 5 Mystery Writers of America Grand Masters - Stories by Laurie R. King, Colin Dexter, Anthony
Burgess, Anne Perry, Stephen King, P.G. Wodehouse, Kingsley Amis, and many, many more.
Hercule Poirot's Christmas
A Biography
Tales of the Supernatural
Catalogo storico Arnoldo Mondadori editore, 1912-1983: Gli autori
The Vampire Stories of Nancy Kilpatrick
Master of Souls

For the first time in one elegant collector’s edition hardcover, and featuring an introduction by New York Times
bestselling author Terry Brooks, here are the first three novels of that classic series: The Sword of Shannara, The
Elfstones of Shannara, and The Wishsong of Shannara—the beginning of a phenomenal epic of good and evil. The
Sword of Shannara Long ago, the wars of the ancient Evil ruined the world. In peaceful Shady Vale, half-elfin Shea
Ohmsford knows little of such troubles. But the supposedly dead Warlock Lord is plotting to destroy everything in
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his wake. The sole weapon against this Power of Darkness is the Sword of Shannara, which can be used only by a
true heir of Shannara. On Shea, last of the bloodline, rests the hope of all the races. The Elfstones of Shannara The
magical Ellcrys tree is dying, loosening the spell that bars the Demons from enacting vengeance upon the land. Now
Wil Ohmsford must guard the Elven girl Amberle on a perilous quest as she carries one of the Ellcrys’ seeds to a
mysterious place where it can be quickened into a powerful new force. But dark on their trail comes the Reaper,
most fearsome of all Demons, aiming to crush their mission at any cost. The Wishsong of Shannara An ancient Evil is
stirring to new life, sending its ghastly Mord Wraiths to destroy Mankind. To win through the vile growth that
protects this dark force, the Druid Allanon needs Brin Ohmsford—for she alone holds the magic power of the
wishsong. Reluctantly Brin joins the Druid on his dangerous journey. But a prophecy foretells doom, as Evil nurses
its plans to trap the unsuspecting Brin into a fate far more horrible than death. Thus begins Terry Brooks’s thrilling
Shannara epic, an unforgettable tale of adventure, magic, and myth. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
Terry Brooks's The Measure of the Magic.
The tranquility of a cruise along the Nile is shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway has been shot through
the head. Hercule Poirot is on the case.
As a favour to an old friend, Hercule Poirot finds himself at a summer fete in Devon, taking part not in a Treasure
Hunt, but a Murder Hunt, in this never-before-published novella version of Dead Man’s Folly. Now released for the
first time as an eBook exclusive publication.
Catalogo alfabetico annuale
A Hercule Poirot Mystery
Large Print
Level 2. 700 Headwords
Dead Man's Mirror
Panorama
Agatha Christie's seasonal mystery thriller, reissued with a striking new cover designed to appeal to the latest
generation of Agatha Christie fans and book lovers. It is Christmas Eve. The Lee family reunion is shattered by a
deafening crash of furniture, followed by a high-pitched wailing scream. Upstairs, the tyrannical Simeon Lee lies dead in
a pool of blood, his throat slashed. But when Hercule Poirot, who is staying in the village with a friend for Christmas,
offers to assist, he finds an atmosphere not of mourning but of mutual suspicion. It seems everyone had their own
reason to hate the old man...
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Reading a perfectly plotted Agatha Christie is like crunching into a perfect apple: that pure, crisp, absolute
satisfaction. ̶Tana French, New York Times Bestselling Author From the Queen of Suspense, an all-new collection of
her spookiest and most sinister stories, including an Agatha Christie story never before published in the USA, The Wife
of Kenite! For lovers of the supernatural and the macabre comes this collection of ghostly and chilling stories from
legendary mystery writer Agatha Christie. Fantastic psychic visions, specters looming in the shadows, encounters with
deities, a man who switches bodies with a cat̶be sure to keep the light on whilst reading these tales. The Last Séance
gathers twenty stories, some featuring Christie s beloved detectives Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, in one haunting
compendium that explores all things occult and paranormal, and is an essential omnibus for Christie fans.
A classic Agatha Christie short story, available individually for the first time as an ebook.
Triangle at Rhodes
Poirot Investigates
The Mystery of the Spanish Chest: A Hercule Poirot Short Story
Blood Queen
The Sword of Shannara Trilogy
The Big Book of Sherlock Holmes Stories
Here is a sparkling collection of mystery gems, polished puzzlers from the pen of Agatha Christie starring the vain, eccentric and utterly
brilliant Hercule Poirot. Hercule Poirot grapples with a chain of mysteries that challenge his ingenuity and display the author’s wide-ranging
imagination to fine effect. Herein the detective deals with the theft of a gem said to have been the eye of a mysterious idol, a million dollars in
bonds that disappear from a locked case, jewel thieves who have conceived of a seemingly impossible theft, and even the kidnapping of the
Prime Minister of England. Poirot uses deduction, deception and isn’t above creating illusions to reveal a killer, but his foes are often both
more unusual and more dangerous than simple murderers. He finds himself battling spies, masters of disguise and even trying to thwart a
supposed Egyptian curse. Upon the initial appearance of Poirot Investigates in 1924 reviewers were impressed by the author’s ability to
create a complete, thoroughly conceived mystery with a surprising but logical solution inside a tight package of perhaps four thousand words.
For the next fifty years, writing at any length that took her fancy, Christie would continue to produce some of the finest mysteries ever written.
With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Poirot Investigates is both modern and readable.
“If Hemingway had the passion for pool that he had for bullfighting, his hero might have been Eddie Felson” (Time). The novel that inspired
the classic film starring Paul Newman and Jackie Gleason, The Hustler tells the story of Fast Eddie Felson, a young pool player who hustles
suckers in small towns, looking for stake money so he can reach his goal: a marathon match in Chicago against Minnesota Fats. An
exploration of guts, stamina, and character, and of the difference between winners and losers, this tense, gritty tale is “a wonderful hymn to
the last true era when men of substance played pool with a vengeance” (Time Out).
Poirot relates the story of how he acquired 14,000 shares of a lead mine by investigating the death of a Chinese man whose family was
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selling the mine.
An Express of the Future
A Novel
The Big Water
The Talismans of Shannara
The Door with Seven Locks (?????)
Agatha Christie Omnibus
Just after radio journalist Michela Canova finds out that her neighbour, Angela, has been murdered, she
is asked to prepare a radio series on crimes against women. Researching the programmes, Michela is
forced to confront the horror and violence of big city life. Did Angela drive her many admirers to the
very limit of sexual frenzy until one of them exploded? And why does Michela see the same pattern of
incitement and repulsion repeat itself in her own relationships? Dacia Maraini asks a fundamental
question about the human condition: how can individuals escape patterns of domination, that are in place
the world over? Her sophisticated answers show why Maraini is one of Europe's outstanding voices.
A story set in 1920s France, about an Italian immigrant, a medical doctor fully licensed to practice,
who is crushed by anti-immigrant discrimination and resorts to corrupting his soul in order to survive.
France, 1920. A starving young doctor, Dario Asfar, is desperate for money to provide food and lodgings
for his wife and their newborn son. As an immigrant to France with an Italian and Greek background, he
is mistrusted - even though he has French qualifications to practice medicine and has lived in country
for fifteen years. He implores his Russian landlady and money-lender to help him. At first, she refuses,
then agrees, on the condition that he perform a secret medical procedure on her daughter-in-law who she
believes is ruining her son's life. The doctor agrees, however, his idealism plunges "into the hostile
world of Western racism, so that he reemerges a cynical and corrupt creature, and a reluctant crook,
determined to acquire honor"through any means necessary
"A noir writer richly deserving rediscovery." —Publishers Weekly The book that gave birth to Italian
noir . . . Milan, 1966: When Dr. Duca Lamberti is released from prison, he’s lost his medical license
and his options are few. But thanks to an old connection, he lands a job, although it’s a tricky one:
guarding the alcoholic son of a plastics millionaire. But Lamberti soon discovers that the young man has
a terrible secret, rooted in the mysterious death of a beautiful woman on the gritty side of town. The
fast cars, high fashion, and chic nightclubs of glitzy and swinging Milan conceal a dirty reality . . .
This is no dolce vita. A Private Venus marks the beginning of Italian noir: Giorgio Scerbanenco
pioneered a new type of novel that trained its gaze on the crime and desperation that roiled under
prosperous Italian society in the 1960s. And at the heart of this book is Duca Lamberti, an
unforgettable protagonist: obsessive, world-weary, unconventional in his methods, and trying hard not to
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make another fatal mistake. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Giornale della libreria
A Duca Lamberti Noir
The Body in the Library
Voices
Le indagini di Miss Marple

The fourth volume of The Heritage of Shannara, which continues one of the most popular fantasy series of all time. The Shadowen
still swarm over the Four Lands, poisoning everything with their dark magic. And their leader is determined to destroy all the Scions
of Shannara. For Walker Boh, he dispatches the Four Horsemen. For Wren, he sends an untrue friend. And for Par, he devises the
most terrible fate of all. With these traps cleverly laid, the charges given by the shade of the Druid Allanon are doomed to
failure—unless Par can discover a way to harness the power of the Sword of Shannara. Thus continues the enthralling Shannara epic,
a spellbinding tale of adventure, magic, and myth… BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Terry Brooks's The Measure of the
Magic.
Scotland, 1020 AD - King Malcolm II is fading fast. It is North vs South, for two families have a claim on the inheritance of his
crown. Who will gain the Scottish throne? On the eve of her 16th birthday, a flushed and nervous Cora MacDuff waits to marry her
sweetheart, Macbeth. But her dreams are about to be stolen from her as the night she was hoping for turns into a brutal slaughter. In
order to reclaim the life she was promised, she will learn to use every weapon at her disposal - even her son.
Poirot. Tutti i raccontiHercule Poirots CasebookThe Big Book of Sherlock Holmes StoriesVintage Crime/Black Lizard
The Veiled Lady
A Private Venus
Poirot. Tutti i racconti
Dracula: Large Print By Bram Stoker The world's best-known vampire story begins by
following a naive young Englishman as he visits Transylvania to meet a client, the
mysterious Count Dracula. Upon revealing his true nature, Dracula boards a ship for
England, where chilling and gruesome disasters begin to befall the people of London...
Set in Macedonia immediately after World War 2, it tells the story of a group of children
orphaned by the war and their life in an orphanage. Full of characters and incidents, the
book presents a child's view of life that is both humorous and bleak and, by its end,
very moving. At a metaphoric level, the novel presents a strong critique of the
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authoritarianism of both institutional life and the Communist system, and their inability
to reconcile with the needs and nature of the individual. At the human level, The Big
Water is a very positive and moving story of the emotional development of children, and
of the fundamental and irreplaceable role of the mother. Readers will remember this story
and its climax long after they have finished the book.
When Lucy Angkatell hosts a weekend get-together at her country estate, she appears to
overlook the obvious fact that all her guests loathe one another. Poirot enjoys a
ringside seat for the bizarre goings-on, but he is thrust into an active role when the
proceedings suddenly turn deadly.
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